Advice about Written Advocacy from the Washington Court of Appeals

Douglas E. Abrams
In 1940, veteran U.S. Supreme Court advocate John W. Davis delivered his essay, “The Argument of an Appeal.”

The essay primarily explored oral argument, but also weighed in on the art of brief writing. Davis knew his subject well. The U.S. solicitor general during Woodrow Wilson’s presidency, he briefed and argued more appeals before the Supreme Court than any other lawyer in the 20th century (141 in total).

The esteemed Davis opened his essay with a light touch and a creative analogy.

The most constructive advice about effective appellate advocacy, he wrote, would come not from an advocate, but from a judge, who is “the target and the trier of the argument.”

Supposing fishes had the gift of speech,” Davis reasoned, “who would listen to a fisherman’s weary discourse on fly casting . . . and all the other tiresome stuff that fishermen talk about, if the fish himself could be induced to give his views on the most effective methods of approach?” An appellate advocate, Davis analogized, “is angling . . . for the judicial mind.”

Advocacy’s “targets” and “trières”

Davis stated a truism: In opinions, law journal commentary, continuing legal education lectures, and similar venues, judges—the “targets” and “trières” who read and hear advocacy—contribute valuable perspectives about what persuades and what does not.

This article concerns “Briefly Speaking: Brief Writing—Best Practices,” a collection of sound advice that appears on the website of the Washington Court of Appeals, the state’s intermediate appellate court. The court’s judges explore strategies of appellate practice, but that is not all. In this article, I select five of the court’s insights about effective written expression, insights that can enhance the quality not only of brief writing, but also of much other legal writing. The five entries below are quotes by the court of appeals, and I add supportive commentary:

1. “Be Brief. There is no correlation between length and likelihood of success. Typically, the shorter briefs that get right to the point are better organized and more likely to inspire careful reading.”

At the core of effective brief writing is the advocate’s judgment call about the virtues of brevity and the potentially harmful effects of overwriting.

On the one hand, consider the wisdom that opera singer Dorothy Sarnoff prescribed years ago for success on stage: “Make sure you have finished speaking before your audience has finished listening.” An advocate should similarly strive to finish writing before the audience finishes reading.

Brevity, the core of Sarnoff’s wisdom, remains a prudent advocate’s lodestar because undue length risks camouflage the brief’s central points amid verbal underbrush. This underbrush may impose factual or legal haze that would enable opponents to distinguish or deflect central points made in the brief.

Not only that, but as judicial dockets have swelled in recent decades, judges managing heavy caseloads have reportedly grown increasingly impatient with overwritten briefs. “I have yet to put down a brief,” reports U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr., “and say, ‘I wish that had been longer.’ . . . Almost every brief I’ve read could be shorter.”

The Washington Court of Appeals quotes these cautionary words to advocates from federal D.C. Circuit Judge Patricia M. Wald: “Many judges look first to see how long a document is before reading a word. If it is long, they automatically read fast; if short, they read slower. Figure out yourself which is better for your case.”

On the other hand, brevity’s virtues mark only half of the advocate’s expressive calculus because unwarranted brevity may disserve the client’s interests. In the exercise of professional judgment, the advocate may conclude that a case’s factual or legal complexity requires a longer rather than a shorter writing. Each case has its own distinctive character, and impulses that warrant brevity must co-exist with the ultimate goal of effective presentation.

In the final analysis, the advocate’s soundest goal is a healthy balance—a writing (a) that is as brief as possible, consistent the court’s maximum-page rule but (b) that also fulfills the professional obligation to the client and the court to effectively recite the facts, law, and argument.
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Self-editing is ideally only the beginning of brief writing’s editorial process. Pride of authorship energizes serious writers, but prudent brief writers also remain receptive to careful editing of early drafts, when time permits, by a colleague or other third person who can offer fresh, candid review and critique. Brief writing can be a team effort, with third-person editors as the writer’s valued teammates.

For the client’s sake, the advocate’s true pride of authorship should reside in the final submission to the court, and not in preliminary drafts that are destined for revision or discard.

Lawyers prevail on the merits in some cases but not in others. Win or lose, however, a track record of competent brief writing encourages respect among bench and bar for the lawyer’s work product. A solid professional reputation is difficult to earn and difficult to maintain, but easy to lose.

Judges may remain tolerant of a brief’s occasional typo or similar failing, because perfection is elusive and judges are typically former practitioners who recall that time pressures, tight deadlines, and financial constraints can define a lawyer’s practice. As lawyers strive to get everything right, an occasional miscue may evade attention and remedy.

At some point, however, a brief riddled with misspellings, grammatical errors, or similar shortcomings may lead judicial readers to suspect that the writer might also be less than careful about substantive or procedural recitation and argument.

This entry is related to entry one above. Facing swelling dockets and increasingly complex litigation in recent years, courts have mandated page limits for briefs and other written submissions. Page limits are maximums that an advocate must heed (unless, in the unusual case, the court grants leave to submit a filing that exceeds the limit). The advocate is under no compulsion to approach or meet the maximum, however, and may “finish early.” Balanced brevity, grounded in an economy of words, remains the advocate’s ambition.

Judges spend their judicial careers reading briefs and other filings, and they are unlikely to be fooled by an advocate’s effort to evade maximum-page limits by larding the submission with excessive footnotes in a smaller font. Rules prescribing generally applicable maximum-page limits reflect the court’s good faith effort, in the interests of justice, to enable advocates to fully present the facts, law, and argument. Like other generally applicable court rules, page limits drawn from experience work more often than they do not.

Self-discipline remains a legal writer’s ally. If an advocate feels especially constrained by the maximum-page limit in an exceptional case, the most ethical approach is not footnote abuse, but instead disciplined editing until the submission remains within bounds. If an advocate forecasts that disciplined editing will not bring the brief within the limit, the advocate may consider moving for leave to file a brief whose length exceeds the rules’ maximum.

5. “Include some type of short summary or introduction.”

Judges are generalists and not specialists. They acknowledge that the dueling advocates may initially be more familiar with the case’s facts and law than the court is. The advocates may have lived with the case or their clients’ circumstances before the court receives the papers, and the issues may be within the advocates’ specialty and experience.

“Frontloading” — opening a brief, section, or other lengthy presentation with a short summary and overview of what follows — helps remedy any initial imbalance between advocates and the court. Space devoted to frontloading counts in calculating compliance with maximum-page limits; however, efficient frontloading is space well spent because the resulting roadmap orient the court and enables it to focus more fruitfully on the dispositive procedural and substantive issues.

After all these years, this is my final “Writing It Right” article. I remain grateful for the encouragement and support I have received from The Missouri Bar and from individual members. Thank you very much. -D.E.A.
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